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For the little one who followed the big one around
and every sand fly scab scratched until it bled,
to the campfire we cooked on
and old boats on beaches to which we fled.
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PLATES
Anna Reynolds, Mangroves and other poetic strongholds, 2(2009) mixed
media, 610 x 810mm
Samuel White Sweet, Darwin (1870) (207mm x 153 mm)
Photographer unknown, Part of the surveyors camp looking south at Fort
Hill (1973) (dimensions unknown)
Anna Reynolds, Taifalou Residence The Esplanade Darwin CBD (2009)
digital image (dimensions unknown)
Northern Territory Government Photographer, Aerial view Frances Bay
and Stokes Hill, part of city centre (27 April1979) (dimensions unknown)
Darwin Aerial Darwin Guide (no date) (dimensions unknown) circa 2009
B.O. Holtermann and Charles Bayliss Holtermann, Exposition New South
Wales Scenery Detail 14-22 of their panorama of Sydney Harbour and
suburbs (1875) albumen silver photograph, 522 x 9786mm
Les Dyson, Panorama of Darwin from water tower behind Victoria Hotel
(1 957) (dimensions unknown)
Richard Daintree, detail from Bush Travelers, Queensland
(c1864-1870) Albumen silver photograph, oil paint, 411 x 606 mm
Micky Allan, The family room, 1, 2 and 3 from a series of twelve
photographs (1982) Gelatin silver photographs, oil paint, 3000 x 1250mm
Warren Breninger, Expulsion of Eve, number 7, a series of 14
photographs (1978) silver photograph, oil paint, 496 x 372 mm
Polixeni Papapetrou, Sister Rocks (2008) edition of 6 ink pigment print,
105 x 105mm
Tracey Moffatt, First Jobs Selling Aluminum Siding 1978, (2008) edition of
20 archival pigments on rice paper with gel medium, 710 x 915 mm
Artist's Impression, Frazer Broadway: Australia Greenest Development
(2008) (dimensions unknown)
Troppo architects, Rozak House Lake Bennett NT 2001
(dimensions unknown)
Micheal Stitford, Patjarr community public art, Kayili Artists Cooperative
2007 (dimensions unknown)
Ethel Reynolds, CentralAustralia (1996) pastel chalks on paper
736.3 x 533.3 mm
Daisy Napaltjarri Jugadai, Willnga muruntjila kakarrara Sweet bush
tucker, east of Muruntji (Circa 1995) acrylic on cottonduck, 1220 x 1680
mm
Chris Barry, Untitled 1990, from the series Being (199 1/1996)
Type C Color, 2480mm x 1840mm
Chris Jordan, Toothpicks (2008) digital image, 1,524 x 2,438.4 mm
Josh Webb, A new dawn (2006) still from digital animation duration two
minutes
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Anna Reynolds, scanned photograph View from Stokes Hill Wharf
(1995) type c print, 100 x 100mm
Anna Reynolds, Mangroves and other poetic strongholds 1, 2, & 3 (2009)
mixed media, 610 x 810mm x 3
Anna Reynolds, detail from Mangroves and other poetic strongholds
(2009) digital image, (100 x 120 mm)
Anna Reynolds, Darwin's Bold New Future 1, 2, 3, & 4 (2009)
Ink jet prints, mixed media, 610 x 810mm x 4
Anna Reynolds, Image from 'The Darwin Book' 1993-2009 (2009)
mixed media, (dimensions variable)
Anna Reynolds, Constructing Dinah Beach, Francis Bay, Darwin Harbour,
(1995) type c print, 177 x 127mm
Anna Reynolds, detail from 1993-2009 Dinah Beach Francis Bay, Darwin
Harbour (2009) mixed media (dimensions unknown)
Anna Reynolds, 1993 scanned negative 112(2009)
digital image, pigment on archival paper, 330 x330mm
Anna Reynolds, detail from Darwin's Bold New Future (2009)
digital image (dimensions unknown)
DVAA Woods Street Gallery, Foyer and D.E.A.F. space floor plan
Anna Reynolds, detail from The Darwin Book 1993-2009(2009)
mixed media (dimension unknown)
Anna Reynolds, scanned negative from 1993 #1(2009)
digital image, pigment on archival paper 330 x330mm
Anna Reynolds, Landfill (2009) digital image (dimension unknown)
Anna Reynolds, Beyond Woods Street work in progress (2009)
mixed media 1700 x 1200mm
Anna Reynolds Bay of Concrete View 1,2 &3 (2009) mixed media
Anna Reynolds Monsoon Forest work in progress (2009) digital print
and mixed media
-
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1. Anna Reynolds, Mangroves and other poetic strongholds, 2(2009) mixed media, 610 x 81 0mm
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INTRODUCTION

[*]

[,J

In Part One, entitled INTRIGUED BY MUD, CREATIVITY AND WHAT IS
BEING BUILT, I identify key areas of interest that inform my practice. I offer a
brief overview of the history of Darwin and its environment. I link consumerism
and architecture to the landfill rich real estate opportunities and the receding
mangal forest, more commonly known as the mangroves, in Darwin's harbour.

I navigate through my personal inspiration derived from individual examples of
Indigenous, contemporary, and landscape art

-

some because they are

technically exquisite and some because they reflect the positioning of subject
and procedures in my project. Moreover, I examine aspects of photographic
process and history that locate my practice within context.

In Part Two, I PONDER

-

I RESPOND, I describe my practice, the

autobiographical elements behind it, and how that dictates the technical and
aesthetic aspects of this work. Essentially this Honours project is driven from a
previous life where I lived and worked in a perpetual state of 'in the moment'.
Once Bohemian and free, I am now left with memories and old photos of this
time. I approached this project from confined and structured precincts.
Previously barefoot, I am now in orthopaedic shoes; once analogue, I now use
digital; formerly homeless, I am now a rate payer and mortgaged. It is a
realisation of these changes in myself that draws me to Darwin's evolution.

In Part Three entitled EXHIBITION, I elaborate on the 'installed'
exhibition. I walk you, the audience, through three distinct exhibiting spaces
and the reason why I selected these related presentations of my work. I
discuss individual works from each exhibiting space and the commonality and
difference they share. I describe the professional activities I undertook to
expand on my practice, and myself as an artist.

Finally, I conclude with a review and reflection of the project in its entirety.
I synthesise key areas of inspiration with my use of materials and technologies.
Ultimately, my subject matter was a nostalgic commingling of time and place.
Lastly I expand how the final outcome of the project has given me a direction
for future creativity.
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PART ONE
INTRIGUED BY MUD, CREATIVITY AND WHAT IS BEING BUILT

LOCATING THE ANCHOR

In the sticky mud of Old Darwin is an attitude that is critical to
understanding my work. It is found in the unwritten code of 'Top End' etiquette
and culture and can be understood by moving between what is old and what is
new.

a .
.

N, Mt

2. Samuel White Sweet, Darwin (1870) (207mm x 153 mm) (Pictureaustralia,n.d.)

My work embodies the slow digestion of the landscape by urban
development through the inevitable realisation of commercial potential. Imagine
the horizon in 1869 when the Goyder expedition dropped anchor in the port of
Darwin to survey the new frontier town. The site was favoured for many
practical reasons that included: a safe and expansive harbour; an elevated flat
peninsula with good drainage; firm bedrock; sea breezes; and, land that was
sufficiently free of mangrove swamps. It was noted that 'no other part of the
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northern country would have afforded a better getaway into the back country'
(De La Rue, 2004 pg 7). A staggering 1,473 land orders of half acres plots of
virgin bush had already been sold in England and South Australia and a hasty
surveying of Darwin was undertaken to fill these demands. After an intensive
eight months the job was accomplished. Needless to say this was the
beginning of the commercial development of the Larrakia people's traditional
custodial land, which has since been relentless and unstoppable. Only three
months after the completed survey, the first of the European settlers arrived.
Photographs are often an effective way of understanding the past and are now
akey in understanding what life was like in those founding days of the pioneer
township of Darwin. Evidence of the first European material history in Darwin
has almost vanished and most of the original buildings have long been
destroyed by cyclone, war, termites and harsh climatic environments (Zimmer,
cited by Goad, 2005b).

-

3. Photographer unknown, Part of the surveyors camp looking south at Fort Hill
(1973) (dimensions unknown) (PictureNT, nd.)
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Photographs of the era depict buildings that were makeshift and were
made of locally found natural materials, corrugated iron, bamboo and a locally
found stone porcellanite (Goad, 2005b). It is in this tradition that I photograph
the contemporary developing city, recording what is new, recording what is old
and indirectly contributing to evidence of a time that will pass.

-_

4. Anna Reynolds, Taifalou Residence The Esplanade Darwin CBD (2009) digital image (dimensions variable)

Remnants of early dwellings often stand-alone. The Taifalou residence is
no exception. Known by this name because of its long association with a
pioneering Greek family, it is situated amongst the ongoing highrise
materialising on the Esplanade in Darwin CBD and has witnessed the
transformation of a small outpost into an aspiring gateway to Asia. 'Almost
certainly built in 1924, the structure remains

.

.

.

in near original condition

incorporating the evolutionary adaptations made to the building over its life'
(Welke & Wilson cited by Carment, 1996 pg 78). When I first arrived in Darwin,

I purchased a houseboat from a man who lived at this address and it is
nostalgic landmarks like the Taifalou residence that remind me of Darwin's
heritage.

--
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5. Northern Territory Government Photographer, Aerial view Frances Bay and Stokes Hill, part of city centre (1979)
(dimensions unknown) (PictureNT, nd.)

The two aerial photographs of Darwin's waterfront and CBD precincts
(Figs 5 & 6) depict the geographical area to which my work specifically refers.
The comparison of the photographs, taken 40 years apart, illustrates the rapid
transformation this 'Top End' town is experiencing. The multiple and diverse
structures of Darwin were originally influenced by an itinerant population that
included pastoralists, explorers, cattlemen, Asian "coolies", multi national
mining companies and southern public servants (Goad, 2005b pg 12). It is this
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extraordinary commingling of material culture, expansive harbour and exquisite
terrain set against a tropical backdrop that has inspired my investigation into
dwelling, environment and landscape of the Darwin region.

6. Darwin Aerial Darwin Guide (no date) (dimensions unknown) circa 2009 (www.totaItravel.com, nd.)
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PANORAMA

A technique favoured by practitioners throughout photography's brief
history is the convention of panoramic landscape. As early as the mid 1800s
panoramic photography of urban landscapes was found in series of up to
eleven prints which reflect the trade and marketability that the newfound
process of printing on paper allowed (Newton, 1988).

7. B. 0. Holtermann and Charles Bayliss Holtermann, Exposition New South Wa/es Scenery Detail 14-22 of their
panorama of Sydney Harbour and suburbs (1875) albumen silver photograph, 522 x 9786 mm (Newton, 1988 pg 54)

The panorama has the capacity to demonstrate and record progress in
developing evolving environments. For example, the panorama of Darwin (Fig
8) taken in 1957 looks back up Sadgroves Creek

-

a view that is no longer

possible with the Woods Street development underway. Recording booming
business districts and a city's sprawling terrain in panoramic vistas has proved
a popular pastime for innovators in photography. Although, different from the
historical panoramas that may be found in a museum's and library's archives,
my constructed panoramic polyptychs rest on the apogee of the genre. I have
appropriated and referenced this tradition of panoramic landscape as a device
to express a historical connection with the past in my work.
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8. Les Dyson, Panorama of Darwin from water tower behind Victoria Hotel(1957) (dimensions unknown)
(PictureNT, 2009)

BRUSH WITH A CAMERA

Another historical technique associated with photography identified within
my work is the art of hand-colouring. 'The early experimenters and
independent inventors of photography were often artists and scientists
simultaneously' and it is through this interdisciplinary exchange that the brush
and camera have been partnered almost since the birth of photography
(Newton, 1988 pg xi). In some respects painting has brought photography to
artistic status by supplementing what was 'incapable of being represented
otherwise' by adding colour felt, not seen (Grosz, 2008 pg 81). Although
handcolouring emerged as early as 1858 with Edward Dalton's 'specialized
crayon portraits and crayographs' it was traditionally a female occupation and
was the principal means of giving colour to photographs for over 100 years
until in the 1960s modern photographic processes began to produce stable
and more 'realistic' colour (Ennis,1988 cited by Newton, 1988).

In 1859, examples of hand-coloured photographs were first used in
Australia as a means of illustrating exploratory reports by a party of geologists.
(Fig 9). The artist George Gilbert was employed by the Museum of Victoria to
colour some of these photographs for display as part of an exhibit.

ELJ

9. Richard Daintree, detail from Bush Travellers, Queensland (0864-1870) Albumen silver photograph, oil paint,
411 x 606 mm (Newton, 1988 pg 46)

The act of portraying realistic colour in commercial portraiture and
landscape saw many artists in the 1970s and beyond utilising hand-colouring
as an expressive artistic tool and as a way of adding feeling to the then rigid
practice of photography (Ennis, 1988 cited by Newton, 1988). I have included
an example of Micky Allan's The Family Room (1982) to illustrate the break in
this photographic convention, and to contextualise my own interpretation of this
craft.

20

10. Micky Allan, The family room, 1, 2 and 3 from a series of twelve photographs (1982) Gelatin silver photographs,
oil paint, 3000 x 1250mm (Newton, 1988 pg 151)

Richly embellished, Allan uses the composition of an image to influence
the location of paint. Another example is the Expulsion of Eve, by Warren
Breninger (1978) who reworks the surface creating texture so it can no longer
be understood as a photograph (Fig 11). I was mesmerised by the manipulated
surfaces of these works when studying photography at Phillip Institute of
Technology (PIT) in Melbourne and I reinvent these techniques in my practice.

21

11. Warren Breninger Expulsion of Eve, number 7, a series of fourteen photographs (1978)
silver photograph, oil paint, 496 x 372 mm (Newton, 1988 pg 149)

With the invention of Digital Imaging and its advances in the last twenty
years, adding colour to predictable digital default images became standard
practice. Illusions of continuous colour, outrageous saturations and extended
hues were no longer painstakingly time-consuming nor limited to a skilled
illustrator but easily realised in Adobe Photoshop and other such programs.
Artists and photographers such as Polixeni Papapetrou and Tracey Moffat

22
have embraced these new technologies and create colour extremes embedded
in the metadata of their images (Fig 12 & 13). Inspired by both the old and the
new, I use colour with both brush and computer, merging the painterly handcolouring techniques of the 1970s
with today's fantastical digital colour.
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12. Polixeni Papapetrou Sister Rocks (2008) edition of 6 ink pigment print, 105 x 105 mm (Papapetrou. 2008)
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13. Tracey Moffatt First Jobs Selling Aluminum Siding 1978, (2008) edition of 20 archival pigments on rice paper with
gel medium, 710 x 915 mm (0x1ey9, 2008)
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CONSUMERISM ARCHITECTURE ENVIRONMENT

Environmental consciousness has now become a mainstream ethical
response to modern culture and is interpreted in creative practices across
many forms of art. Catch-phrases such as sustainability and consumerism
•

filter daily rhetoric and either underpin or are ignored by civic planning for the
future. In my creative work the depiction of buildings is intended to signify
evidence of human habitation and consumption. Buildings, constructions and
architecture, all play a role in daily consumer life. It seems every philosopher
and his stone have a theory to the whys and wants of daily consumption.
Struggles for social groups and classes, purposes for social distinctions, power
domination, cultural distinction, working to live, living to love, and loving to shop
have all led to what is now referred to as 'the emergence of consumer society'
(Storey, 1996 p1 14). This consumerism is reflected in the built environment.

I depict the expansion and development of skyscrapers as a metaphor for
the patronage of multi-national business and 'of all the arts Architecture is the
closest constitutively to the economic, with which in the form of commissions
and land value, it has a virtually unmediated relationship'
(Leach, 1997 pg 227).

25
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14. Artist Impression Frazer Broadway: Australia Greenest Development (2008)
(dimensions variable) (www.inhabitant.com, 2009)

It is with mixed emotions that I witness the monuments of contemporary
life rise from the wake of Darwin's inner urban progress. Architecture and
conceptions of space go beyond the concerns of mere functionality and their
relevance for the future. 'The task for architecture

.

.

.

is not to settle on

utopias, models, concrete ideals but instead to embark on the process of
endless questioning (Grosz

,

2001 pg 150)', and I am left wondering if the city

planners, if there are any, have thought long and hard about Darwin's
sustainable future.

The "eco super developments" that exist in other parts of the world and
major Australian cities now include sustainable elements such as rainwater
collection, reduced energy consumption wind turbine technology and cooling
water pools that enhance the external landscape. Location, orientation and
landscaping of such projects optimise panoramic views and minimise solar
heat gain to the buildings (Meinhold, 2009). Earth Hour in Sydney (2008)
unveiled the new Frazer Broadway project that made claim to be the most

0
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sustainable development in Australia (Frazer Broadway, 2008). Along with the
super slick artists' impressions were the goals of carbon neutrality, green
rooftops, wastewater recycling, solar power and design efficiency. My
cityscapes draw inspiration from the visual outputs of the Real Estate artists'
impressions', their ideals and current discourse.

15. Troppo architects Rozak House Lake Bennett NT 2001 (dimensions unknown) (Goad, 2005a pg 256)

These sustainable design principles are not unheard of in the 'Top End'
and the architects' firm Troppo Architects have been developing thematic
constants that respond to the unique environment and social behavior since
1981 (Goad, 2005a). Transferring these specific architectural guidelines to
super- developments in the CBD would seem applicable but as yet unrealised.

0
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INDIGENOUS, CONTEMPORARY & LANDSCAPE ART

The exploration of Australian landscape and representation influences art
central to understanding this project. The Australian landscape is a part of our
iconic social collective identity 'Landscape has always been the predominant
subject of Australian painting' (Walker, 1988). Depictions of natural bush, wideopen spaces and oceans often speak of environmental issues in contemporary
art. Zimmer (2007, pg 25) comments that references to landscape are 'all the
more awesome in the context of global warming and climate change'. Further,
in recent history Indigenous depictions of the land became accepted through
the movement of Australian nationalism and issues of national identity
(Morphy, 1995).
.
The image of an adorned sea container occupying arid desert country can
be viewed as a departure point for my work (Fig 16). The dramatic and familiar
outback sky, broad saturated and colourful, surrounds the sea container,
positioning it as strong robust symbol of shelter and at the same time, global
economic trade. The enigmatic markings of the Australian Western Desert
people adorn the sea container implying cultural exchange and environmental
'and conceptual representations which influence the way in which landscape
can be understood' (Morphy, 1998 pg 103).

S
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16.Michael Stitfoid Patjarr community public art, Kayili Artists Cooperative 2007
(dimensions unknown) (QAG, 2008 pg124)

One of the most powerful influences in my art practice was the time I
spent making art with my grandmother Ethel Reynolds. Ethel was an
accomplished artist whose advocacy for formal and rigorous art training was
not unlike that of the traditional master and apprentice. Her artistic output was
greatly inspired by sculptural rocky outcrops, imposing gorges and the
S

prehistoric flora of Central Australia (Fig 17). Having spent considerable time,
painting and drawing in the desert, she developed an understanding of
Indigenous peoples spiritual kinship to land and landscape and it was through
her that I began to appreciate the flat and altered perspective of Indigenous art.

S
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17. Ethel Reynolds CentralAustra/ia(1996) pastel chalks on paper 736.3 x 533.3mm

This was strengthened in 1997 when I travelled to the Central Australian community
of Haast Bluff and spent time at the lkuntji Woman's Centre. It was while I was
participating in the centres daily functions and a hunting trip with Daisy Napaltjarri
Jugadai and her mother Narputta Nangala that I again recognised a familiar passing
down of artistic knowledge (Fig 18).
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18. Daisy Napaltjarri Jugadai Wi/Inga muruntji/a kakarrara Sweet bush tucker, east of Muruntji (Circa 1995) Acrylic on
Cottonduck, 1220 x 1680mm (Strocchi, 1994 pg 14)

The landscapes in my Honours project have more than photography and
collage embedded within their surfaces. With connections to family traditions, a
home, friendship and lifestyle they epitomise both connectivity and dislocation
to place.

S

Parallel to the newly understood indigenous paintings, narratives of
Australia's love of gum trees and distant horizons are the urban
representations of landscape. Urban-scapes often recount similar experiences
in the context of personal response to space but draw from a barrage of
symbols from the industrial world. Powerful and peculiar columns
brooding, dark, sharp and strong

0

-

ominous,

- banked by the profit margins and roads of

3
commerce

-

these images are an alternative and relevant comment on

contemporary life. Chris Barry's (1990) work Being is positioned directly in a
contemporary urban landscape.

19. Chris Barry Untitled 1990, from the series Being (1991/1996) Type C Color 2480mm x 1840mm
(Barry, 1991)
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I am influenced and inspired by these particular images and techniques
and have explored them in this Honours project. The stark analogue grainy
black and white images deconstructed and re-photographed are considerable
in size and blur the narrative between destruction and creation. I enjoy their
implied revolutionary tone that raises consciousness in the wider community
about the threat of imminent ecological collapse and what lies beyond an
industrialised world. Accompanying the work is text by Eva Hoffman (1990)
describing a place people need to find in order to know that they exist not only
within culture but also outside it.

Chris Jordan uses photographic processes and subject matter that
specifically deal with consumerism on a global mass scale. His work is
monumental and he exhibits on a grand scale. His subject matter is concerned
with elements of waste often constrained within mathematical formulas and
statistical information related to excess and destruction. Jordon utilises the
interplay between construction and destruction. In Figure 20 he depicts one
hundred million toothpicks, equal to the number of trees cut down in the United
States each year to make paper for junk mail. Although his subject matter
covers broader environmental issues than my work, it essentially arises from
familiar grounds of inspiration.

33

20. Chris Jordan, Toothpicks (2008) digital image, 1,524 x 2,438.4 mm (Jordon, 2008)

In A

New

Dawn, (Fig 21) Joshua Webb (2008) has constructed 'an

apocalyptic landscape, a desolate place where rubbish stretches as far as the
eye can see

.

.

.

the rider being that in this period of late capitalism art may be

simply a trophy for the rich' (Martin-Chew, 2008 para 2). Webb's apocalyptic
storyline questions the destination, audience and purpose art plays in an
environmentally distressed habitat caused by consumerism, and equates it to
the complexity found in a human built world.

34

21. Josh Webb A new dawn (2006) still from digital animation duration two minutes (unisa, 2006)

Barry, Jordon and Webb have marked the parameters toward artistic protest
and comment of consumption waste and destruction. I am influenced not only
by the world's awakening to impending environmental despair but also to the
art work that speaks of this folly.
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WHAT TO DO?

Technologically empowered, we have reason to doubt our values and
competence as creators of the human—built, and as stewards of the
remaining natural world
the likely threat of global warming gives
evidence of our failure to take responsibility for creating and maintaining
aesthetically pleasing and ecologically sustainable environments
(Hughes, 2004 pg 154).
...

I find political themes overwhelming in my studio that is removed and
remote from 'imagined' actions of global environment savvy. I am drawn to the
art of the environmentalists and respond by creating sublime cities rising up
from the mangroves' watery forests.

The land is not simply scenery; it is both the natural, or the given, and the
human-built. It includes buildings as well as trees, rocks, mountains,
lakes, and seas. I see technology as a means to shape the landscape
(Whiston, 1984 cited by Hughes, 2004 pg 3).

Within the context of my own consumption and art practice 'Technology is
messy and complex

.

.

.

and rich with unintended consequences (Hughes,

2004 pg 1). After changes in my social and artistic values, I questioned the
chemical volume associated with the fine art printing that predominantly
underpinned my previous practice. I have now replaced the 'wet darkroom' with
low environmentally impacting digital technology and a substantial proportion
of my materials are found and recycled.

36

PART TWO
I PONDER I RESPOND
-

37

SEA LEVEL

Years ago on an adventurous path, I came to Darwin to explore what
might exist on a coastline far from my birthplace. And it is this experience that
has since driven many of my artistic endeavors. In past projects I investigated
the personification of ocean as the mermaid or siren and although amidst the
Mangroves and Metropolis has departed from the non-indigenous mythologies
of 'Top End' ocean culture it is still created from a sea level point of view. Dinah
Beach mud and my fisherwoman experience of working on yachts, boats and
fishing vessels have subsequently allowed for long hours, looking at Darwin's
silhouette from sea level. By deliberately placing the viewer at sea level, I
highlighted the dramatic change in Darwin's evolving skyline that I found
fascinating and perplexing. Darwin's dynamic cityscape and harbour
development is my imagined metaphor for human optimism in an
environmentally desperate climate.

22. Anna Reynolds, scanned photograph View from Stokes Hill Wharf
(1995 ) type c print, 100x100mm
-
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MANGROVES AND METAPHORS

Mangroves enjoy the place where the ocean meets the land. It is a place
where human habitation, or lack of, can be witnessed. It is a place where the
effects of time and wind and the moon's rotation can be seen. Evidence of this
is revealed in the weather gnarled and twisted trunks of the coastal Casuarinas
and eroding cliff faces, and the endless washed up treasures that drift in the
high tide lines amongst mangrove roots.
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23. Anna Reynolds, Mangroves and other poetic strongholds 1, 2, & 3 (2009) mixed media, 610 x 810mm x 3

My project nominates the mangroves that live on the edge of Darwin's
harbor as a signifier of natural environment. It also positions them as a proxy
for the significant conservation zoning headed by the Environment Centre
Northern Territory (ECNT).

39

'Darwin Harbour is threatened by incremental urban and rural
development. New residential developments like Bayview Haven and
Cullen Bay have seen mangrove communities destroyed and the integrity
of the Harbour damaged' (ECNT, no date)

A
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24. Anna Reynolds, Mangroves (2009) digital image (bOx 120 mm)

Darwin Harbour supports a spectacular 50 species of highly specialised
flora that cohabitates with a broad range of marine and terrestrial organisms.

Patterns of water movement called hydrodynamics could change the way
Darwin's harbour is positioned if the reclamation of mangrove and tidal
flats progresses. (Department of Natural Resources Environment and the
Arts, no date)

ECNT and DNREA have been pursuing strong environmental protection to
ensure the natural and cultural values of the harbour are preserved. It is
through the inclusion of this pictorial representation of the mangroves in my
work that I caution audiences about the environmental fragility associated with
urban

development.
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HEADSPACE TO WORKSPACE

The exhibition amidst the Mangrove and Metropolis is prefaced by my
exhibition entitled Darwin's bold new future held at Art Warehouse in Darwin
May 2009. The exhibition focused on a polyptych of four panels suggesting a
romantic and sublime city. I took the title from the glossy advertising campaign
promoting Darwin Harbour development. 'The promise of exhilarating
promenades, alfresco dinning and an active vibrant hub with heart are all
included in the master plan that rises from the shores of an iconic waterfront
destination' (Toga, 2006).

Darwin's bold new future placed the viewer on

Stokes Hill wharf looking back at a utopian vision of Darwin's CBD and
although 'there are no utopian spaces anywhere except in the imagination', the
marketing of such promises are prolific and enticing (Grosz, 2001 pg 19)

25. Anna Reynolds, Darwin's Bold New Future 1, 2, 3, & 4(2009) ink jet prints, mixed media, 610 x 810mm x 4

The exhibition amidst the Mangrove and Metropolis addresses similar
subject matter to Darwin's bold new future and has a similar colour palette,
framing style and dimensions. The obvious difference is in the techniques and
technologies utilised in my workflows and these have been realised through
the feedback received and technical expertise I sought while creating this
project. For example, I traveled to Melbourne to participate in three digital
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imaging workshops with artist Les Walkling at the Centre for Contemporary
Photography and this has been followed up with ongoing technical support
from Stuart Murdoch from the Photography Imaging Centre in Melbourne.
Sophisticated progress developed during this year's focus on refining digital
workflows. Replacing images printed on typing paper that are found in Darwin's
bold new future, I now print on archival rag papers with pigment inks that
deliver a strong robust color, and longevity. The clarity provided by the new
prints altered the depth of field, perspective and color palette in the underlying
layers of the photographic image. This affected the way I responded to the
photographs when I reworked them with painting.

With regard to appropriate applications of protective paint finishes, I
conversed with artists, trades people and suppliers alike, testing products and
applications. When making works I grappled with different surfaces that
included ply wood, rag and watercolour paper, canvas cardboard and
numerous photographic papers. I manipulated numerous media across this
project, predominantly acrylic paint mixed with gel medium, occasionally using
inks, pencils, crayon and textural building media. I have also retrieved the inks
from expended cartridges from my printer to explore how these might be used
with brushes and other forms of application.

U
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I did this because I was curious about how much ink was left in the
cartridges, but also and how it would work outside its intended application.
The reason for this is simple: I use what I have and indulge in being ambitious
with peculiar media to make art.

26. Anna Reynolds, Image of The Darwin Book' 1993-2009(2009) mixed media (dimensions variable)

Explaining the relationship between content, form and materials in this
project transport me to the lifestyle I once led. My homemaking in the flotsam
and jetsam of sea-fairing vessels, surrounded by nautical materials such as
timbers, rope, and fiberglass influenced more than just my subject matter.
The section of beach that I lived on was used as a careening beach by
traditional Macassan fishermen and as a place to repair, refit and build boats
by the maritime community of Darwin until the day it was land-filled.

.

27. Anna Reynolds, Constructing Dinah Beach, Francis Bay, Darwin Harbour, (1995) type c print, 177 x 127mm
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It was here that I first learnt the value of durable protective products and
their applications. I was drawn to consider sturdy marine building materials
such as plywood and fiberglass in the final stages of completing my art works. I
was aware of the ephemeral nature of these products and was intrigued by the
[1

effect they may have on my work in time. The works previously coated in these
resin products now support an aged patina which embeds new meaning and
history within its layers.
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28. Anna Reynolds, detail from 1993-2009 Dinah Beach Francis Bay, Da,win Harbour(2009) mixed media
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WHY DON'T YOU PAINT?

They asked.
I was studying Fine Art Photography at Phillip Institute of Technology right
out of High School. Photography is and was my first choice of medium. It came
.

from a naive yearning for glamour and magic. The darkroom held me in a state
of awe with its red lights, hushed atmosphere and images submerged in the
watery trays. Digital processes have replaced this magic, albeit with their own
set of mystical nuances: SRGB color or Adobe colour, RAW files or TIFF. I was
back to the beginning of learning a new craft again.

29. Anna Reynolds, 1993 scanned negative #2(2009) digital image,
pigment on archival paper, 330 x 330mm
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Photographic processes are still an essential part of my artistic practice.
Beginning with the initial concept of taking photos and using them like a sketch
before a painting, I create a composition from many photos and finalise the
process by photographically documenting the work. It took many years to
master fine-art printing in a "wet-darkroom". My compulsion for the fusion of
•

photography and painting came from a past process of learning the craft
flanked by art student poverty, mixed with a popular "left" desire to recycle,
reuse, reduce and the ever so popular post modern, post punk deconstruct /
reconstruct ethos. I still hand colour every scrap I misprint and experiment with
anything I can get my hands on. This is the fabric of my art journals and
sample books.

I also continually revisit my own photograph collection to scavenge for
images. Photographic imagery is a starting point. It is the way I build
perspective, arrange composition and include detail. I use incidental repetition
and pattern to change scale and perspective from contradictory photographic
spaces in the structure and composition.

.
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I then start layering the image with multiple coats of paint mixed with gel
medium to build a translucent luminosity. In some of the works I have also
used modelling paste, tissue paper and grit to obtain unusual surfaces. Often I
use large ridged brushes with generous quantities of gel medium to create a
textural base to obscure the edges of the printed material underneath. The
translucent paint still allows the viewer to see the essence of an original
photographic image. Each layer of paint establishes a contrast that
compliments the previous layer and it becomes unclear where the painting
starts and the photography ends and vice versa.
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30. Anna Reynolds, detail of collage from Darwins Bold New Future ( 2009) digital image

PART THREE
EXHIBITION
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THE WOODS STREET EXHIBITION PLAN

There are three distinct exhibits and spaces in the presentation of amidst
the Mangroves and Metropolis. I offer you the audience, an insight into the
creative process by presenting the commonality and difference the work
shares and how the evolution of the process of making art has informed the
final outcome. The first component of this work is explorative journal books, the
second is a photographic presentation and the last, is an exhibition of two and
three dimensional mixed media constructions.

Entering the exhibiting space (Fig 31) from the Woods Street entrance
you will arrive in the foyer area of Darwin Visual Arts Association (DVAA). First
on the left is the Darwin Experimental Art Foundation (DEAF) space; on the
right is the foyer wall, also an exhibiting space. Further into this foyer is a
secondary entrance that leads out to the verandah where the entrance to the
Woods Street Gallery is located.
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31. DVAA Woods Street Gallery, Foyer and DEAF space floor plan
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SPACE ONE-DEAF SPACE

The DEAF space is an area that has been designated by DVAA to
support developmental and experimental work. This space has a unique
function as it allows for spontaneity and experimentation. In the DEAF space I
allowed for interactivity to divulge my artistic process and underlying research.
Critical to an exhibiting and installation arts practice are the working drawings,
an exploration of media, surface manipulation and experiments that lead to
exhibiting outcomes. Often unseen, these imaginative workspaces are
beautiful, and objects in their own right. I have included mine in this exhibition
to allow audiences an insight into my artistic practice. These are presented in a
concertina form I have titled the Darwin Book 1993-2009. This book is made
S
from recycled card that is mashed, sewn and stuck together together with
images collected from a 16-year period. This is the source of inspiration that
inspires the Woods Street Gallery exhibition and the photographs hung in the
Foyer. It was my intention to exhibit this work in an informal way revealing
research work.
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32. Anna Reynolds, detail from The Darwin Book 1993-2009(2009) mixed media
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SPACE TWO THE FOYER
-

Opposite the DEAF space is the foyer, the entrance and the first formal
visual impression of this project. The work presented here aspires to position
the photographic references within the exhibition. A series of scanned black
and white, medium-format negatives printed in a sepia-toned pigment on
archival matte paper hang unframed. These are the images I refer to as 'the
place of my first home in the Territory', sometimes known as the Free Beach at
Dinah Beach or the 'Graveyard'. Many of them were originally processed and
proofed in the DVAA darkroom in 1993 and it is fitting that they are returned to
DVAA, although somewhat transformed. These have not been exhibited before
and I am excited to be able to rework and present them in this exhibition.
These images were taken on my Mamiya twin lens 3220, often early in the
morning before the community had woken. The negatives have scratch and
dust marks made over time and I have enhanced this quintessential
characteristic in the scanning and digital printing processes to reflect the nature
of the environment in which they were originally created. They are printed in
sepia tones to imply the nostalgia that old photographs bring and are a key to
understanding my work exhibited in the Woods Street Gallery space.
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The image, scanned negative from 1993 #1 is representative of the
geographical area that inspired my project. Compositionally, a centrally placed
boat is framed by debris brought in by the tides. A makeshift cover constructed
from bamboo and an abandoned Indonesian sail protects the vessel from the
rain and sun. The flotsam and jetsam can be clearly seen in the water's
surface and the ropes that weave through the neighbouring boats and across
the frame draw the eye through a delightful tangle. Importantly, this is an
image of my boat, the home I made when living on the edge of a developing
city.

33. Anna Reynolds, scanned negative from 1993 #1(2009) pigment on archival paper, 330 x 330mm
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SPACE THREE WOODS STREET GALLERY
-

In Woods Street Gallery, a succinct series of my works are realised as
diptychs, triptychs, and polyptychs with an occasional singular moment. They
are conventionally framed and hung.

-.-.

34. Anna Reynolds, Landfill (2009) digital image (dimension unknown)

Intended to reflect the landfill found on the edge of Darwin Harbour (Fig
34) is Beyond Woods Street (Fig 35) an explorative, irregular mixed media
work. Large in scale, Beyond Woods Street is a constructed rustic landscape
made from cardboard, plywood, wire, Perspex, photographic media, acrylic
paint, epoxy resin and bricolage. Angular and disordered, small fragments of
photographs and painting are assembled together to make up a larger picture
of a city's horizon.
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35. Anna Reynolds, Beyond Woods Street work in progress (2009) mixed media, 1700 x 1200mm
-

-
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Accompanying this work are diptychs, triptychs, and polyptychs made
from collage and paint. Bay of the Concrete View (Fig 36) is a series of three
panels that have been manufactured and fabricated from my recent digital
photographs of Bayview Haven, a hard-edged suburb that appeared over the
mangrove silhouette and can be seen from Sadgroves Creek.
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36. Anna Reynolds

I

Bay of the Concrete View 1,2 & 3 (2009) mixed media

Created in the studio with glue, scissors and paint, the three Bay of the
Concrete View panels preempt the monumental digital print Monsoon Forest
(2009) (Fig 37) where the composition was completely constructed in a digital
workspace.

-
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37. Anna Reynolds, Monsoon Forest- work in progress (2009) digital print and mixed media

This exhibition has been conceived through constructing and assembling
many techniques and media. Digital and analogue photography share canvas
space and are accompanied by painting. Slathers of adhesive are used in
addition to rough tacking stitches made of cotton and silk. The reworked
images in this project have been hacked into, establishing new compositions
and rebuilding symmetry and proportion with distorted repetition and scale.
This is an intentional comment on the way development rebuilds environments
and ascribes to how the natural, the given and the human-built shape the
landscape (Whiston cited by Hughes, 2004).
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CONCLUSION
Parts One, Two and Three of this exegesis explored; the fundamental
influences that contexualise my creative practice; the process and techniques
in which I worked; and, a description of exhibition outcomes. The process of
developing my exegesis has provided me a pathway of discovery, I am now
able to position my creative practice in the 'here and now' with contemporary
creative practitioners framed by social and environmental commentary.

amidst the Mangroves and Metropolis began with a brief wander
through Darwin's early settlement history and revealed diversity and
adaptability to the harsh climatic environment that influences contemporary
lifestyle and architecture in the 'Top End'. This was essential as it informed my
Honours project with nostalgia and a sense of history.

Having studied and practiced photography previously, it is no surprise
that it emerged as a significant foundation through which to contexualise my
creative practice. Historical photographs, panoramic photographs, and the rich
tradition of photographic hand-colouring have become indispensable tools for
how I perform as an artist.

6!
Recording what is happening or what has happened with my camera
has become more than mere documentation. By blending camera and brush,
Darwin's bold new future and amidst the Mangroves and Metropolis became
my artistic impressions that reflected the combination of both nature and
human technology.

My representation of human technology as skyscrapers in Darwin are
metaphors for the uncompromising patronage of multi-national business,
human habitation and consumption which becomes all the more awesome in
the context of global warming and climate change' (Zimmer, 2007 pg 25).
These works are filled with my mixed emotions as a response to the urbanism
of contemporary life.

By aligning the broad and expressive terrains of Indigenous,
Contemporary and Landscape art in my research project and interfacing it with
the art training my grandmother gave me I wanted to elucidate the experience
of place in my work. Furthermore I wanted to evoke a sensitivity towards
'connectivity to and dislocation from place' by positioning my own agenda of
home and community within a global context.

10
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In Barry, Jordon and Webb's contemporary and urban landscapes, the
artists establish global social issues and illustrate the world impending
environmental folly. I responded to their work: to create an imaginative workspace where I explored my own mangrove forest that simultaneously exists
with a developing urban city.
F-

Two key themes in amidst the Mangrove and Metropolis are
environmental concerns and nostalgia of time and place. Developing cities
have manifested as spectacular assemblages that reflect my love of
resourcefulness and recycling. The sea-level viewpoint allowed me to ponder
on fragile mangrove habitats and bring together the multi-layered works which
are a commingling of artistic disciplines and media. By extracting and
transferring analogue photographic principles to a digital workspace along with
the utilisation of maritime material, I mimic the life I once led, making a home
from the refuse scavenged from the edge of a landfill.

Using three exhibiting areas, time and space converge in the
commonality the artwork shares. The presentation in DEAF space comprised
my artist journal books and established my methodology as interactive and
explorative. These works reflect and provide a succinct insight into the
underlying research and creative process that has driven this project. I utilise
'scraps' from the past in order to reflect a former lifestyle and time.
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The nostalgic content of the photographs exhibited in the Foyer are
parallel to the symbolism associated with the artwork hung in the Woods Street
Gallery. While many of the 1993 photographs were processed in the past they
are relevent to the current narration of destruction and construction and
symbolic of the spatio-temporality of my Honours project. This is evident in the
implied romance of the "aged" and "sepia toned" photographs positioned to
represent the historicism of "loss of place" that underlies in the exhibition's
subject matter.

amidst the Mangroves and Metropolis's two and three dimensional,
constructions are finally celebrated in a formal presentation found in the Woods
Street Gallery. The richly layered photographs and assemblages were meant
to transport viewers to my previous lifestyle in the landfill and formalise the
outcomes of my experimentation found in the journal books. The essence of
panoramic photography emerged in the extended vistas found in diptychs,
triptychs, polyptychs and large format prints. My creative practice integrated
'old Darwin' and 'new Darwin', and 'old' and 'new' photographic processes. The
bricolage and assemblage was a direct comment on contradictions found in the
development of Darwin today, namely the destruction of an environment, to
create an environment.
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Ultimately, my Honours project expressed the implications of an
environmentalist campaign for sustainability against what Webb (2008)
describes as "trophies for the rich". This is found in the contrasting and informal
nature of my 'recycled scrap work book' installation compared with my formal
commercial presentation hanging on the white walls of the Woods Street
•

Gallery. It is a question of personal pessimism or optimism as to whether this
work revealed to audiences a statement of impending post humanity or a
struggle to survive.

amidst the Mangroves and Metropolis, was partly a response to positive
feedback I received from Darwin's bold new future, in the form of sales and
media attention. This was a significant indicator of an important career
•

milestone achieved. Bringing my Honours project together in two exhibitions
has allowed me to evaluate my creative practice and research with increased
sophistication. Participating in digital workshops and preparing for public
audiences has extended and strengthened my existing arts practice. Evidence
of this is the conviction I have towards wanting to continue this refinement of
ideas and techniques accomplished in my Honours project. The process of
concentrating and focusing on a project of this calibre has given me an
overwhelming sense of confidence, achievement and a desire to commence a
Doctor of Philosophy research project next year.
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